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Hello folksMy name is Solomon Carter and I am the author of the Roberts and Bradley PI crime
thriller series The Last Line international thriller series the DI Hogarth Darkest series and . I ended
up working in a string of jobs including as a jobcentre clerk a book seller tutor for youth with low
skills and low self esteem mortgage broker and latterly manager of a food bank which dealt with all
kinds of interesting people facing all kinds of eye opening jaw dropping problems. Because of these
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low skills and low self esteem mortgage broker and latterly manager of a food bank which dealt with
all kinds of interesting people facing all kinds of eye opening jaw dropping problems. My aim is to
write action packed thrillers and page turning mysteries that readers love and my hope is to get
better at what I do with every book across each and every year. Other things I do beside writing: at
present I like to keep my running going to balance out the sitting behind a laptop (a habit inspired
by Haruki Murakami's 'What I talk about when I talk about running' a great book). 1) Very goodThis
guy writes some really good stuffI am working my way through it all in between the other unread
books I had stockpiled Two Wrongs: Part One (Roberts and Bradley Casebook #1, I was born in
Southend Essex and lived there for most of my life apart from eventful student days in South
London, I was born in Southend Essex and lived there for most of my life apart from eventful student
days in South London. Because of these ear to the ground jobs the majority of my novels are set in
Southend. In 2016 I moved to North Cornwall because I liked the idea of never ending holidays but I
also write almost every single day: I like to give away lots of free books as part of what I do. If you
would like to receive some of these and get the exclusives on offer than you're invited to join my free
readers group at SolomonCarter: I won't spam you just send the occassional email with news on the
latest books and forthcoming freebies, And if you want to see the memes personal shares and other
oddball stuff I do then you can join me at Facebook via {site_link} www, What I am good at: telling
storiesWhat I am bad at: dancing being patient. What I love: nature the seaside adventuresWriters I
heartily recommend: Lee Child Ian Rankin Henning Mankell Val McDermid Harlan Coben Robert
Crais: Writers I need to read of: Val McDermid Ian Rankin Michael Connelly and others. When in
Rome as they say Getting out into nature as the weather allows: All the very bestSolomon :)PS if you
have enjoyed any of my books I'd be honoured if you could post a review: Those reviews really do
help! {site_link} A local karate club suffers a brutal attack. The reputation of a respected local
sensei is destroyed by vile abuse. Sensei Oscar Oliver is under siege and must call in help
from private detectives Eva Roberts and Dan Bradley: But then that’s what everybody says - right?
Oliver must own up to a life of sin to save the lives of those he loves: The good the bad and the ugly
feature in Two Wrongs - one the most action packed casebooks of the entire series. Eva and Dan
have a chance to help Oscar Oliver make things right - but only if the odds stacked against them turn
their way: This is book 1 of a thrilling fast paced short read adventure: It's short full of non-stop
action and leads to a gripping mystery. I've loved all stories about Dan and Eva including this little
set-up to a bigger case, 1) Another excellent book from this author Two Wrongs: Part One (Roberts
and Bradley Casebook #1, 1) GrippingI have read a couple of Solomon cater books and was gripped
by this short storey. 1) Of course I enjoyed this but I was disappointed that it was only a few pages
rather than the full story. Maybe a good marketing tool though I wonder if readers will feel cheated?
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thriller novels and besides. But my life in Southend was even eventful
still.net.facebook.com/solomoncarterwrites and join the fun there too. I am currently doing surf
lessons.I look forward to hearing from you. Until then I'll keep on writing. Or running. Or surfing. Or
chasing my children around the house. Oliver swears he’s innocent. While private detectives and the
sensei follow the leads. the clock is ticking fast. A secret past. Murky Affairs. Grudges and revenge.  
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